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such as gain 5 and saturated power level 9 were a strong fu.s~ction of L .
In contrast , the present experiment is in the high-gain regime 
pulse remains strong for about l~O nsec , permitting approximately four passes of radiation , and the voltage unfortunately has a 20 nsec periodic ripple which ranges between ~-1o% of peak energy . Since X ~ ~~~~~~ one expects the scattered radiation to spread over a wavelength range :
2 fry '/y 10-20%
Nevertheless, the coherence of the laser signal is found to be better by nearly a n order of magnitude . Obviously, better results can be expected from an accelerator specially suited to our requirements.
The experimental conf iguration is shown in Fig. 1 ; the cylindrical Figure 1~a shows the per formance of a Fabry-Perot , of simi lar construction to the one used for these laser measurements , using coherent power fran a 3 nun Xlystron . The instrumental width of the maxima, or the fringe " contrast", is due to a mirror reflectivity ' .a70% in this example . In Fig. 1~b we show data for the Fabry-Perot pattern of the laser output at the same time in voltage history for each shot , from which we conclude = 4 00ĩ.. This wavelength is in
1 ;~a greement with that given by eq.
( 1 ) using y = 3. t i and W /2 1T = 8 GHz (o btained from the diode voltage , beam current , and witness plat e measurements). The variation in amplitude of the maxima in Fig. 1 i-b is caused by slightly missing the optimum resonance location as the a resonantor gap is narrowed mechanically. The radiation from stimulated backscattering off the cyclotron mode , which should occur at 5O0ĩ s not found in this system .
In Fig. 14c we show in detail a maximum located at m -2d/X ~ 20;
it is clear ~x 5 /x 5 ~ 2%, which is essentially the limit of instrumental resolution . All measurements shown in Fig. 14b ,c were taken during peak power; the Fabry-Perot pattern was also clear ly observed at an earlier instant when the laser power was half as large ; in that case ~x 6 /x 5 W hen the laser mirrors were removed , a measurement of the spectral llnewi dth under conditions corresponding to the lower curve in Fig. 3 gave i~~~/ X 8 ~ 1 0%. This result is in agreement with previous measure-12 ments of spectral width in this mode of operation . Thus, a considerable improvement in coherence is effected by the addition of thus , it is quite plausible that several passes of radiat ion through the cavity are necessary and sufficient to pass the lasing threshold.
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The theoretical expression for saturated efficiency is 
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